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I. INTRODUCTION 
A close connection exists between derivatives and in­
definite integrals. In establishing this connection for 
Lebesgue integrals one is led to differentiating set functions, 
since the Lebesgue integral, or any integral for that matter, 
is a set function. Different types of derivatives may be de­
fined depending upon the domain of the integrand function. 
The three most important derivatives are the ordinary deriva­
tive, the regular derivative, and the strong derivative. The 
existence of the strong derivative implies the existence of 
the regular and ordinary derivatives. If the integrand func­
tion of a Lebesgue indefinite integral is defined on Euclidean 
1-space these three derivatives are identical. This is not 
the case however in higher dimensions. A discussion of these 
derivatives may be found in Munroe (8) and Saks (9)• A com­
plete discussion of derivatives of set functions may be found 
in Hahn and Rosenthal (4). 
Lebesgue (?) discovered a very interesting property of 
measurable sets of points in Euclidean 1-space in the process 
of differentiating his integral. This result is known as 
Lebesgue's density theorem. 
Essentially the metric density of a measurable set S of 
points at a point p is the strong derivative at p of the 
Lebesgue integral of the characteristic function of S. Le­
besgue' s density theorem states that the strong derivative of 
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this integral is equal to the integrand function almost every­
where, i.e., at every point of the space except possibly for 
a set of Lebesgue measure zero. Stated this way the result 
is not too surprising: however* if we probe deeper into the 
matter we find that the theorem shows that a set of positive 
Lebesgue measure has the local characteristics of an interval 
almost everywhere. For, recasting the definition of metric 
density in terms of measure, we have that the metric density 
of a measurable set S at any point p is the double limit of 
the ratio of the measure of the intersection of S with an 
interval (a, b) containing p to the length of (a, b) as a and 
b approach p. The density theorem then states that this limit 
exists at almost every point of S and has the value 1, and 
this limit exists at almost every point not in S and has the 
value zero. 
Now a question arises concerning the points at which the 
metric density of S is not zero or one. Is it possible for 
measurable sets to have density at points and the value of 
this density be different from zero or one? Goffman (2) has 
shown that the set of points at which the density of a meas­
urable set exists but is not zero or one must be a set of the 
first category and constructs a set whose density exists at 
every point of an Fy. of measure zero and has the value •£. 
This does not answer the question completely for one might 
ask "Is it possible for a set to have density of 1/3?" In 
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Chapter III we show that for any number between 0 and 1 in­
finitely many sets exist which have density equal to this 
number at any preassigned point. In Chapter IV Goffman's 
result is extended by showing that for any F^ of measure zero 
and for any number between 0 and 1 there is an infinite number 
of sets which have density at every point of the F^. equal to 
the given number. This is the main result of this paper. 
In Chapter III we also consider metric density at a point 
as a set function by fixing our attention upon one point p 
and considering the class of all sets which have density at 
this point. The density at p is then a function on this class 
of sets which is "almost" a measure function. The results 
of this portion give some insight into the interrelationships 
of sets whose density exists at a point. These results are 
also quite similar to some properties of asymptotic density 
as obtained by Buck (1) which implies a connection between 
metric density and asymptotic density. 
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II. DEFINITIONS, NOTATION, AND PRELIMINARY THEOREMS 
Throughout this paper we will use certain well known 
results and standard definitions. These,•together with a few 
preliminary theorems, are compiled here for convenience. 
It will be necessary to speak of sets of points as well 
as sets whose elements are sets. Sets in general will be 
denoted by capital Latin letters, e.g., E, F, G, etc. A set 
whose members are sets will be called a class and classes will 
be denoted by underlined capital letters, e=g., M, E, etc. 
If x is an element from a set X then we shall write xeX 
and say that x is a member of X or x is in X. If x is not a 
member of X we shall write Xfé X. If A and B are two sets we 
will say that A is contained in B, denoted by Ac B, if and 
only if every x which belongs to A is also a member of B. 
The notation AoB will mean Be A. Two sets are equal if Ac B 
and AoB. A set S is a subset of a set T if S is contained 
in T. 
The notation |x$ S(x) J , where S(x) is a statement con­
cerning x, will mean the set of all elements x for which the 
statement S(x) is a true statement. 
Let A and B be two sets. Then the union, intersection, 
difference, and symétrie difference of A and B are defined 
respectively by 
AuB = [xi xe A or xeB] 
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An B = { x: x e A and x e B} 
A- B = \ x Î x e A and x 4 B j 
A* B = (Au B) - (A n B). 
Let X be a set with elements x. For each x e X let there 
be associated a set E(x). Then E(x) will mean the set 
|y: y t E(x) for some x*X] , and X^€X E(x) will mean the set 
{y: y t E(x) for all x e X } . In particular if X is the set of 
CO CO 
positive integers, we will write U E(x) and A E(x). 
x=l x=l 
If every set throughout a discussion is a subset of a 
given set X, then the complement of a set S, denoted by S', 
will mean X-S. 
The laws of set algebra will be used freely. These may 
be found in Halmos (5)• 
Throughout this paper m will denote Lebesgue linear meas­
ure, and most of the sets considered will be subsets of the 
real line. The real line or Euclidean 1-space will be denoted 
by B. The null or empty set will be denoted by 0. 
Let S be a subset of R. The greatest lower bound or 
infimum of S, denoted by inf S, will mean a real number i 
which enjoys the following propertiesi 
1. For every x e. S, x > i. 
2. For every e > 0 there exists an x* in S such that 
x*< i + £ . 
The least upper bound or supremum of S, denoted by sup S, will 
mean a real number s which satisfies the following: 
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1. For every xe S, x^s 
2. For every 6^0 Lhere exists an x* in S such that 
x* + £ > s. 
The two following theorems will be assumed true. 
Theorem 2.1. Every bounded set in R has a least upper 
bound and a greatest lower bound. 
Theorem 2.2. If A and B are subsets of R and A is con­
tained in B then sup A sup B and inf A > inf B. 
If f is a bounded real valued function defined on a set 
D, then the set E = [f (x)Ï x e D} is a bounded subset of R 
and hence sup E and inf E exist even though D is not neces­
sarily a subset of R. The following theorem, which is well 
known for real valued functions of a real variable, is proven 
here in the more general context c.* a real valued function 
defined on a set D. 
Theorem 2.3. Let f and g be bounded real valued func­
tions defined on D. Then 
1. inf |f(x) + g(x)î xe D) > 
inf ^f(x): xe D} + inf | g(x); x e D} 
2. inf \f(x) + g(x) : x*D] « 
inf { f (x) ! xe D] + sup \ g(x) ; x« Dl 
3* sup 1 f (x) + g(x) î x t D$ ) 
inf { f (x) : xt D 1 + sup \ g(x): xc-D] 
4. sup { f(x) + g(x)î x e Dj $ 
sup ( f (x) : xe D] + sup { g(x) : x e Dl . 
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Proof. 
1. Let a = inf | f(x) + g(x): x « D{ , b = inf|f(x): x e D(, 
and c = inf | g(x): xe Df . For every x e D, b + c 4f(x) + g(x). 
Let £ > 0 be given. Then there exists an x* in D such that 
a + £ > f(x*) + g(x*). Therefore a + e > b + c. Since e 
was arbitrary a ÎS b + c. 
2. Again let a and b be as in Part 1. Let c = 
sup \ g(x): x e D j . For every xe D, a f (x) + g(x) and 
f(x) + g(x) ^  f(x) + c. Let £> 0 be given. Then there is 
an x* in D such that b + e > f(x*). Therefore a< b + c + e . 
Since £ was arbitrary a ^ b + c. 
3. Let b and c be as in Part 2 and let a = 
sup { f(x) + g(x): x e D } . Then for every x e D a > f(x)+ g(x) % 
b + g(x). Let £ > 0 be given. Then there is a x*e D such 
that c < g(x*) + £ . Therefore a > b + c - £ . Since £ was 
arbitrary, a»b + c. 
4. Let a and c be as in Part 3 and let b = 
sup ^f(x) : xe D } . For every xe D, b + c & f (x) + g(x) • Let 
£ > 0 be given. Then there is an x* in D such that f(x*)+g(x*) > 
a - E . Therefore b + c > a - £ . Since & was arbitrary 
b + c £ a. 
Let be a bounded sequence of real numbers. Then 
lim sup an will mean inf | sup { an : n< m$ % m = 1, 2, ...] and 
lim inf an will mean sup { inf ^  an: n< m ] : m = 1, 2, ...} . 
The following theorem is elementary and will not be proven 
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here. 
Theorem 2.4. If \an] and {t>n} are bounded sequences 
of real numbers then 
1. lim inf a^ lim sup an 
2. lim sup (-an) = - lim inf aR 
3* lim inf an + lim inf bn$ lim inf (aR + bn) 
4. lim inf (an + b ) < lim inf an + lim sup bQ 
5. lim inf an + lim sup bn ^  lim sup (an + bn) 
6. lim sup (an + bn) $lim sup an + lim sup b^. 
Let X J be a sequence of intervals from R and let x 
be a member of R. Then we will say that ^In | converges to 
x and write In x if for every n x is contained in In and 
lim m(In) = 0. 
Let <P be a bounded real valued function defined on a 
subclass I of the class of all intervals in R. Let &(x) be 
the family of all sequences {In ] of intervals from I which 
converge to x. Then lim sup (I) and lim inf cp(I) will mean 
I —» x I —> x 
respectively 
sup ^lim sup cp (In) : {In j € =/(x)l 
and 
inf { lim inf Un)Un]e Ax)! . 
Usually we will write 
lim sup <f (I) = sup | lim sup cp(l^): 1^—» x j 
and 
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lim inf ^(I) = inf { lim inf f(1^): I^-^ x } 
1 —> x 
if there is no confusion as to the domain of the function . 
In case lim sup cp (I) = lim inf cp (I) we will say that 
I -> x I x 
lim cp (I) exists and has the common value of lim sup cp (I) 
I-^x I —r x 
and lim inf cp (I). 
I -> x 
In the next three theorems cp and 0 will represent 
bounded real valued functions defined on the class I of all 
intervals from R and x will represent a point of R. 
Theorem 2.5. lim inf cp (I) < lim sup cp ( I ) .  
I x I —> x 
Proof. Let [ Inj be any sequence of intervals con­
verging to x. Then by Part 1 of Theorem 2.4 
lim inf <f (In) < lim sup cp (ln). 
Therefore 
inf j lim inf c p  (In) : ln~* x j  
< inf { lim sup cp (In): In-> xj 
< sup { lim sup cp (ln) î In—> x } . 
Theorem 2.6. 
1. lim sup O cp (I)] = - lim inf cf> (I) 
I -> x I x 
2. lim inf < p ( I )  +  lim inf 9(1) $ lim inf [f (I) + 0(1)] 
I —> x I x I —> x 
3. lim inf [<p (I) + 0(1)3 $ lim inf cp (I) + lim sup 0(1) 
I -*• x I -> x I x 
4. lim inf [cf (I) +0(1)] $ lim sup f (I). + lim inf 0(1) 
I -» X I ^  x I -> x 
5. lim inf cp (I) + lim sup 0(1) $ lim sup [<p(I) + 0(1)] 
I x I —» x I —>• x 
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6. lim sup cp (I) + lim inf 0(1) s lim sup l<f (I) + 0(1) 3 
I —*- X I X I X 
7. lim sup [cp (I) + 9(1)] < lim sup cf (I) + lim sup9(I). 
I -*• x I —X I -> X 
Proof. 
1. Let [ In } be any sequence of intervals converging 
to x. Then 
lim sup [- cp(In)] = - lim inf <f> (In)* 
Therefore 
sup { lim sup [- cp (In)3 : In~> x} 
= sup { - lim inf cp (In): In~> xf 
= - inf \ lim inf <p (In) : In—> x] . 
Hence lim sup [- 4> (I) ] = - lim inf cp (I). 
I x I x 
2. Let { I } be any sequence of intervals converging 
to x. Then 
lim inf cp (In) + lim inf 9(In) < lim inf [f (I^)+0(I^)]. 
Therefore 
inf { lim inf (jp(I^) + lim inf 0(Ir): In^ x} 
< inf {lim inf [<p(In)+ 0(1^)1 : I^xj . 
But 
inf {lim inf (In): I^xj + inf J lim inf O(I^): I^x} 
^ inf J lim inf <p(In) + lim inf O(I^): 1^-* x] . 
Hence 
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lim inf f (I) + lim inf 9(1) £ lim inf L (I) + 9(1)] . 
I x I-^x I —*• x 
3* For any sequence { In ] converging to x 
lim inf C<P(In) + Q(I%)] $ lim inf f(In) + lim sup O(I^). 
Therefore 
inf I lim inf[cf (In) + 0(In) j :In~*x] ^ inf [lim inf f (1%) 
+ lim sup 9(In) : In-> x ] . 
However 
inf { lim inf <P(In) + lim sup 9(1^): xj 
£ inf I lim inf <f (In) î In-> x] + sup { lim sup9(I^) x } . 
Therefore 
lim inf [<f (I) + 9(1)3 $ lim inf f (I) + lim sup 9(1). 
I-> X I —> x I -> X 
4. This part follows from Part 3 by interchanging the 
roles of 9 and . 
5. For any sequerce { In ] converging to x 
lim inf 4> (In) + lim sup 9(In) $ lim sup [cf ( 1^) + 9(1^)] . 
Therefore 
sup I lim inf cf (1^) + lim sup 9(1^): In—> x j 
^ sup \ lim sup [ <p (In) + 9(In) ] Ï In-^ > x } . 
But 
sup { lim inf (In) + lim sup 9(In): In—> x } 
 ^inf { lim inf cp(I^ ) : In—> x j + sup {lim sup ©(In)îIrf>xi • 
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Therefore 
11m inf CJ>(I) + lim sup 0(1) $ lim sup T«F>(I) + Q(I)] . 
I X I -> X I^x 
6. This part follows from Part 5 by interchanging the 
roles of cp and 0. 
7* Let { y be any sequence of intervals converging to 
x. Then 
lim sup C-f(In) + 0(In)] $ lim sup cf(In) + lim sup O(I^). 
Therefore 
sup {lim sup Ccp(In) + 0(In)l ; In~> x] 
3 sup {lim sup <P(In) + lim sup O(I^): 1^-»- x] 
$ sup J lim sup cp (In) s In-> x } + sup|lim sup O(I^) :I^»x) 
and hence 
lim sup C<f (I) + 0(1)] $ lim sup <f(I) + lim sup 0(1). 
I—*-x I —^x I -> x 
Theorem 2.7. If lim cP(I) exists then for every sequence 
I-»x 
f I } of intervals converging to x, lim <f>(l) = lim <%>(!). 
I->x 
Conversely if for every sequence |1^} of intervals converg­
ing to x lim cp (In) = a then lim cp (I) = a. 
I—>x 
Proof. Suppose first that lim c^(I) exists. This means 
I-»x 
that 
inf {lim inf "f d^): i^-» x} = sup {lim sup <p(In)î In-^xj. 
But this implies that the sets {lim sup <^>(In) : I^->x] and 
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1 lim inf <f (In) : I -*> x } are identical and contain a single 
element, say a. Therefore for every sequence |In? converg­
ing to x lim sup (in) = lim inf <f (In) = lim cÇ (In) = a. 
Next assume that lim (In) = a for every sequence of 
intervals converging to x. Then for every sequence { In } 
converging to x lim sup <$> (ln) = lim inf <p(In) = a and it 
follows from this that 
{lim inf <f> dn): In x] = \lim sup dn) : In~^ x] =Jx:x= a } . 
Therefore 
inf { lim inf cfdn) îIn-> x] = sup { lim sup cp(In) ïIn-> x } 
= a 
and consequently 
lim cpd) = a , 
I->x 
Let X be a set and let R be a class of subsets of X. R 
is a ring if R is non null and for every two sets E and F from 
R, Eu F and E - F are also members of R. If X is a member of 
R then R also contains E1 whenever R contains E. When this 
is the case R is called an algebra. The definitions given 
here for ring and algebra are due to Halmos (5)• 
Example 2.1. Let X = R, and let S be the class of all 
subsets of X. Then S is an algebra. 
Example 2.2. Let X = R, and let I be any bounded interval 
from R. Let S be the class consisting of all subsets of I. 
Then S is a ring but S is not an algebra. 
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Example 2.3. Let X = R and let S be the class consisting 
of all intervals from R. Then S is not a ring and consequent­
ly not an algebra. 
Let S be a class of subsets of a set X. A function whose 
domain of definition is S is called a set function. The set 
functions which we will consider are real valued set functions, 
i.e., the range of the function is a subset of R, 
Let <f be a set function defined on S. Then cp is said 
to be finitely additive if and only if for every finite class 
[ S-p S2, ..., SnJ of disjoint sets from S whose union is a 
XI n 
member of S it is true that <4> ( U SU) = d>(g. ). The func-
i=l 1 i=l 1 
tion cp is said to be monotone if for every and S2 from 
S, for which S^c S2, it is true that cf(Sj) 5: <P(S2) • The 
function is subtractive if for every and S2 from S, for 
which S^c S2, cp(S2 - S^) = cp(S2) - cp(8^). The function cp 
is countably additive if and only if for every disjoint 
OO 
sequence {SnJ of sets from S whose union is in S, cf(U Sn) = 
n=l 
oo t 
cp (s_ ). The function cP is finitely subadditive if for 
n=l n 
every finite class of sets from S whose union is in S, 
n n ~~ 
cp(U s .)  ^ S  (S4 ). The function cP is countably sub-
1=1 1 i=l 1 
additive if for every sequence |Sn] of sets from S whose 
union is in S, cf ( (J S ) $ 22 <P(S ). 
n=l n=l 
A set function y. defined on a ring R is a measure if 
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and only if p. is an extended real valued, countably additive, 
non-negative set function. A set function f-t defined on a 
ring is a finitely additive measure if it is a non-negative, 
extended real valued, finitely additive set function defined 
on a ring. Lebesgue measure is an example of a measure and 
Jordan Content is an example of a finitely additive measure. 
An open interval in R will be denoted by (a, b) and will 
mean the set [ x: a < x < b } . A closed interval will be de­
noted by [a, b] and will mean the set ^x: a$xO] . An 
Fp. is a set of points which is the union of a countable num­
ber of closed sets. 
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III. METRIC DENSITY AT A POINT 
All sets in this section will be Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of the real line R. 
Definition 3.1. The relative measure of a set 3 in an 
interval I, denoted by p(S:I), will mean the ratio of the 
measure of S n I to the measure of I. 
Some obvious properties of the relative measure of S in 
I are contained in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. 
1. For a given measurable set S, p(S:I) is defined for 
all bounded intervals. 
2. If m(Snl) = 0 then p(S:I) = 0 
3. If 8 31 then p(S:I) = 1 
4» For every I 0 < p(S:I) 3 1. 
5. For every I p(S':I) - 1 - p(S:I). 
Definition 3.2. Let S be a subset of R and let x be any 
point of R. The upper metric density of S at x, denoted by 
DX(S), is defined by 
D (S) = lim sup p(SîI). 
x I-»x 
The lower metric density of S at x, denoted by DX(S) is de­
fined by 
D_(S) = lim inf P ( S Ï I ) .  
x I-* x 
In case DX(S) = DX(S) the common value is denoted by DX(S) 
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and is called the metric density of S at x. Thus D^.(S) = 
lim ç (8:1) provided this limit exists. A necessary and suf-
I->x 
ficient condition that this limit exist is given by Theorem 
2.7-
Example 1.1. Let S = | x:0<xU] . Then for y = 0 
or 1 Dy(8) = 1 and 0^,(8) = 0 and thus the density of S at 0 
and 1 does not exist. If y is such that 0 < y <1, then 
Dy(8) = 1 and if y> 1 or y < 0 then D^(S) = 0. 
In this example S is a set which contains a point at 
which the metric density does not exist, and 8' contains a 
point at which the metric density does not exist. Notice also 
that for every point of R at which the metric density is zero 
there exists an interval containing this point which contains 
no points of S. From Part 2 of Proposition 3.1 we see that 
if there is some interval about x which contains only a sub­
set of S of measure zero then the metric density of S at x 
is zero. In the next example every interval about 0 contains 
a subset of S of positive measure, and the metric density of 
S at 0 is zero. 
Example 3.2. Let I. = (ir, ~ + ^ - ) and define S bv 
— n n7 n ^n 
Example 3.3. Let T = 8'. In this example the set T has 
density of 1 at 0 and every interval about 0 contains a sub-
interval containing no points of T. 
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In these examples we have ssets whose density exists at 
a point and has the value 0 or 1 and whose density fails to 
exist at a point. 
Lemma 1.1. Let x0 be any point in B, and let S be any 
measurable subset of R whose density exists at xQ. Let p be 
any real number and let S + p denote the set {y:y = 
x + p, x & S } . Then the density of S + p exists at xQ + p and 
has the value D (S). 
xo 
Proof. Let \ Ik J be any sequence of intervals which 
converges to xQ + p. Then the sequence 11^- p j , where 
Ik- p = { XÎ x - p, x eIk] , is a sequence of intervals con­
verging to xQ. Then, 
m [(S + p) nlk] 
pt-Cs + p).  lk l  Enp—s-
m [S o (Ik- p) ] 
~ m(Ik- p) 
= prssdk- p)] . 
Therefore, since D (S) exists, 
xo 
Dx (S) = lim p[S:(Ik~ p) ] = lim p[(S + p): Ik] . 
Hence, for every sequence \ Ik } which converges to xQ + p, 
lim p [(S + p)Î Ik] = Dx (S). The lemma follows by applica­
tion of Theorem 2.7» 
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Theorem 1.1. Let a be any point in R and let 5 be any 
real number with 0 S S $ l. Then there exists a set G whose 
density exists at a and has the value S . 
Proof. First suppose 0 < S < 1. For each positive 
integer n let 
We will show that DQ(G) = 8 . Let J = (h, k) be any 
interval which contains 0, whose length is less than Then, 
there exists a positive integer N such that 
and denote by G any open set contained in I for which 
m(G" ) = 6 m(I ). Similarly let G be any open set contained 
in In for which m(G^) = ê m(I^). Define G and K by 
K 
- - <£> - «£ - <£ )3 
(1) FT 4  m ( J )  4  I 
and positive integers p and q such that 
( 2 )  
(3) 
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Denote the open interval (^, k) by JR and the open inter­
val (h, - ^  ) by JL. Then 
m(JR) = k " p * p(p-l) 
and 
m(JL) = " q " h S qCq-1) * 
From Inequalities 1 and 2, p ^  N, and from Inequalities 1 and 
3» q 2 N. Thus 
p(p-l) * N(N-l) and q(q-l) ^  N(N-l) ' 
Therefore m(E) = m( JL«u JR) $ %(%_!) > and applying Inequality 
1 we have 
Let H = C(Go J) u (Kn J)] - E. Then H consists of the 
disjoint intervals 0®, G£, - G», l£ - G£ for n = p, p+1, ... 
and m = q, q+1, ... . Therefore the interval J may be written 
as 
(5) J = HuEoD 
where D is a denumerable set composed of the point 0 and end 
points of the disjoint intervals in H. Since H, E, and D are 
disjoint 
(6) m(J) = m(H) + m(E) . 
Now, 
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and 
m(H) = £ m(lJJ) + £ m(lh 
n=p n=q 
m(GnH) = S m(G^) + Ê m(Gh 
n=p n=q 
= & [ S m(I^) + Z m(l£)  
n=p n=q 
= <b m(H) . 
Therefore 
<7) 1^= 6-
From Equation 6 it follows that 
(8) m^OHl t = 6 
and it follows from Equation 7 that 
(9) EW1= 
Division of Equation 6 by m(J) and rearranging terms gives 
s w - s -  • 
Next application of Inequality 4 gives 
m(H) ^  , 2CN+1) 
im ? 1 • Hcw-ij • 
Finally application of the last inequality to Equation 9 gives 
(10) • 
Combination of Inequalities 8 and 10 gives 
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(11) <S - S f(GnH: J) S 6. 
From Equation 5 it follows that 
m(GnJ) = m(GnH) + m(GnE) 
$ m(G oH) + m(E) . 
Therefore 
w4 » • 
Also since Gn J o GnH , m(GnJ) ^ m(GnH). Thus 
m(GnJ) ^ x 2 6 (N+l) 
m(j) » 4 " K(W-l) ' 
Combination of the last two inequalities gives 
(12) 6 
- 
2H1K)?  « p<0 i  « « 4  +  Sri} • 
For any sequence 0, the sequence { Np} of integers 
associated with Ip must approach <» . Therefore by 12, 
Dq(G) = <5 . 
If 6=1 let G = \ XÏ - -Î-LP- < x < } , and if 6 = 0 
let G = (XÎ - ^ - < x < - } if a is positive and 
[x:-j<x<-|^{ if a is negative. 
By Lemma 3.1 the set G + a has density at a. 
Let a be any real number and let E(a) be the class of all 
sets whose metric density exists at a. The density at a then 
is a set function defined on E(a) onto the closed unit inter­
val. This set function will be denoted by D& and will be 
called the point density function. The point density function 
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niaps E(a) onto the closed unit interval in view of Theorem 
3.1. The class E(a) does not consist of all measurable sets 
for the set \ x: a < x <a+1 ] is not a member of E(a). 
Proposition 3.2. For every set E contained in E(a), 
0 ^  Dfi(E) $ 1. 
Theorem 3.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
a set E be a member of E(a) is that D&(E) + D^(E') = 1. 
Proof. Suppose first that E is a member of E(a). Let 
\ In \ be any sequence of intervals which converges to a. 
Then by Part 5 of Proposition 3*1 
Ç(S'Î in) = 1 - e<s= V 
for every n. Therefore 
lim ?(S': In) = 1 - lim ?(S: 1^) 
and since \ I_ } was an arbitrary sequence D (S) + D (S1) = 1. Il 3 3 
Since E is assumed a member of E(a), D&(S) = D^(S) and 
D(S') = D (S1). Therefore D (S) + DQ(S') = 1. d d. 81 3 
Next suppose that D^(E) + D^(E') = 1. Since for all I 
containing a, ç (E: I) + (ET : I) = 1, we have that 
lim inf ç (E:I) + lim sup ç>(E':I) % 1 
I —> a I a 
and therefore 
Da(E) + Da(E') £ 1 . 
Hence 
Da(E') > 1 - Da(E) 
= Da(E) + Da(E') - D^E) . 
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Therefore 
Da(E) - Da(E) ^  0 . 
Since Da(E) .$ Da(E) we have that E is a member of E(a). 
Corollary 3.2.1. If E is a member of E(a) then E1 is a 
member of E(a) and 
Da(E') = 1 - Da(E) . 
Theorem 3.3. Let E^, Eg, ..., En be a disjoint class 
of sets from E(a). Then W EL is a member of E(a) and 
k=l K 
n n 
D a ( U  =  Z  D (E) 
a k=l K k=l 
Proof. Let [ Ik } be any sequence of intervals which 
converges to a. Then for every k, since E-p ..., En are 
disjoint, 
n n 
m r " [U^ (Ein Ik)J = 2 m(E^nl^) . 
Therefore 
n n 
p[(U Bj.)= Ifc] -Zp(vv 
for every k. Since E^e E(a), lim^ p(E^î Ik) exists for each 
1 and hence 
n n 
lim p [( U E,): I. ] = Z Da(E1) . 
k i=l K i=l 
Since this last statement is true for all sequences converging 
to a, the theorem follows. 
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Theorem 3.4. If E and F are members of E(a) and E is a 
subset of F, then F-E is a member of E(a) and Dfl(F - E) = 
Da(F) - Da(E). 
Proof. Since EcF we may write F = Eu(F - E). For 
any sequence I 1^} of intervals which converges to a 
m(F nlk) = m(E nl^) + m[(F - E) n Ifc ] 
Therefore 
P (Ft Ik) = p(Ei Ik) + e C(F - E): Ikl . 
Since p(Eî Ik) is finite 
PC(F - E): Ik] = f(F: Ik) - p(E; Ik) , 
and since D (F) and DQ(E) exist 
lim p [(F - E): Ifc] = D&(F) - DQ(E) . 
Since this is true for any sequence converging to a, we have 
Da(F - E) = Da(F) - Da(E) . 
Corollary 3.4.1. The value of D& at the null set is 
zero. 
Corollary 3.4.2, If E and F are members of E(a) and E 
is a subset of F then D_(F)>D_(E). Therefore DQ is a mono­
tone set function. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 
3-2. 
Theorem 3.5. If E^, ..., En is a finite disjoint class 
of sets from E(a) each contained in a set EQ from E(a) then 
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n 
S VV $ Da(Ec) 
1-1 n n 
n 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, Da ( U  Ej = E Da(Ej. But 
a 1=1 1 i=l a 1 
U E, is a subset of E . Therefore by Corollary 3•4.2 the 
1=1 1 0 
theorem follows. 
Theorem 3.6. The set function D& is neither countably 
additive nor countably subadditive. 
Proof. For each positive integer n let 
En = (X! " à<x*" 5TT or S& ^ -'5 ^ • 
Denote by EQ the union of the E^. Then EQ = (-1, 1) - { 0 $ 
Now { EnJ is a disjoint sequence of sets and for each n, 
OP 
D0(En) = 0. Therefore DQ(En) = 0. But Dq(B0) = 1. By 
n=l 
00 
Lemma 3.1, D_(E_ + a) =0, but (EA + a) = 
n=l a 0 
DJU (E+a)] = 1. 
n=l 
Theorem 3.7. The class E(a) is not closed under inter­
sections . 
Proof. For each positive integer n, let 
= lxi ï<5 + 5TÏ)<x<E5 
Ln = ix! " 5<x<" # + 
ln = (x= - M + x< " 53C) 
and define E and F by 
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E  =  û  ( R u  L  )  
n=l n n 
F  =  Û  ( R u  L * )  .  
n=l n " 
Then by Theorem 3.1, DQ(E) = DQ(F) = , but EnF = 
U R_. Now we will show that U R„) =0 and Dn( U R„) ^ 4» 
n=l n n=l n u n=l n d 
So consequently EnF is not a member of E(0). 
For each positive integer k define 1^  to be the closed 
R "I I 00 interval [ - rr , 0 J . Then p ( U R„* = 0 for each k and 
K n=l 
it follows that IW U RM) = 0. 
~° n=l n 
Next let Ik = [ o ,  jjjr] . Then for each k 
k 
and it follows that Dn( U  R_)> ^  .  
u n=l n <L 
Application of Lemma 3.1 gives us that 
D (E + a) = D (F + a) = i but (E + a) n(p + a)= UR„ + a 
a a * n=l 
OO 
and U R + a is not a member of E(a). 
n=l 
Corollary 1.7.1. The class E(a) is not closed under 
unions. 
Proof. Suppose E(a) were closed under unions. Then for 
E  a n d  F  a r b i t r a r y  m e m b e r s  o f  E ( a ) ,  E - F = E U F - F i s a  
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member of E(a). Thus E-^ F is contained in E(a). However 
EnF = (EuF) - (EAF) and the right hand side of this equa­
tion is a member of E(a) and consequently EnF is a member of 
E(a). This is a contradiction of Theorem 3 
In view of the preceding results we may say that the 
domain of D is not a ring. Hence D_ is not a finitely addi­
tive measure. However we will show next that the class E^ (a) 
which consists of all sets whose density at a is zero does 
form a ring. 
Lemma 3.2. If E and F are members of E^ (a) then EuF 
is a member of E^ (a). 
Proof. For any interval I containing a 
f [(EuF): I ] 3 f(E: I) + f(Fs I) . 
Therefore 
lim sup p [(EuF): I ] ^ lim sup p(EîI) + lim sup f (F:I) 
I —*• a I —> a I —> a 
= D (E) + Dq(F) =0 . 
a, a 
Hence DQ(E u F) $ 0 and since DQ(Eu F)  ^0 we have D^(EVF) = 0. 
Therefore Da(Eu F) = 0. 
Theorem 3.8. The class E^ (a) is a ring. 
Proof. By Theorem 3**+ and Lemma 3*2 E^ (a) is closed 
under arbitrary differences. For if E and F are members of 
EQ(a), EuF is a member of E^(a) and F is a subset of Eup. 
Thus E - F = EuF - F and the right hand side of this equation 
is a member of R (a). 
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Next we shall consider operations between elements of 
E(a) and E^ (a). 
Theorem 1.9. If E0 is a member of E^ (a) and E is a mem­
ber of E(a) then EQn E is a member of E^ (a). 
Proof. Since EQn E c eq for any interval I which contains 
a 
m  [(E^ n  E) <"> l ]  $  m  [E^ n  I  ]  .  
Therefore 
f [(Eon E): I] $ f (EQ: I) . 
Thus 
lim sup p[(E n E): I] < lim sup (E : I) 
I —> a I —> a 
and it follows that D_(E n E) ^ 0 . 
Lemma 1.1. If EQ is a member of E^ (a) and E is a member 
of E(a) then E - EQ is a member of E(a) and Da(E-EQ) = D&(E). 
Proof. Let I be any interval containing a. Then 
m [(E - E 0 ) n  I  ] % m( E n  I )  - m(E^ n I) 
so that 
p[(E - Ec): I] > f(E: I) - I) . 
Therefore 
D (E - E ) = lim inf p [(E - E_): i] 
° I-> a 1 ° 
lim inf f p(E: I) - p(E : I)] . 
I—* a 0 
But by Theorem 2.6 
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lim inf [f(E: I) - f (E : 1)3 ^  lim inf p (Es I)-t-lim inf C-f(Ert:I)] 
I a I —> a I a 
= DjE) - Da(Ec) . 
Since EQG. E (^a) , DA(EQ) = 0, and we have 
D^ (E - E0) ^ DA(E) .  
Next write E^ u E = (E - EQ)u EQ. Then for any interval 
I containing a, 
p[(EQuE): I] = p[(E - E0): i] + p(EQ: I) 
or 
P [ ( E - E 0 ) :  I] = P[(ECU E): I] - p(EQî I). 
Therefore 
lim sup p t(E - E ) : I ] $ lim sup p [(E *j E) : Il -lim inf p(E :I) 
I-»a ° I-> a ° I a 0 
= Da(E0u E) - Da(E0) . 
Since D (E ) = 0 we have D.(E - E ) $ D.(E.uE). d O a O a O 
Now m [ (E vEo)n I] $ m(Enl) + m(EQn I) so that 
p[(E uE0): I] < p(E: I) + p(EQî I) 
for all I containing a. Hence 
lim sup p[(E vE ) !l ] $ lim sup p(EîI) + lim sup 9(E_: I) 
I —> a ° I-> a I-^a 0 
and consequently D_ (E uE_) ^ D_(E). Therefore De(E - E^ ) ^ a O a 3, O 
D (EuE ) $ D (E). This statement together with D (E - E ) % 
el O 8 O 
D_(E) gives the required result. 
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Lemma 3.4. If Eq is a member of E^ (a) and E is a member 
of E(a) then EQ - E is in EQ(a). 
Proof. Since EQ - E = EQN E' we may apply Corollary 
3.2.1 and Theorem 3*9 to obtain 
D(E - E) = D(EO E») =0 . 
a o a o 
Theorem 3.10. If E is a member of E(a) and Eq is a mem­
ber of E (a) then E^  E is in E(a) and D (E * E ) = D (E). 
Proof. This theorem follows from Lemmas 3*3 and 3*4 and 
Theorem 3»3. 
Theorem 3.11. If B. is a member of E (a) and E is a 
o —o 
member of E(a) then EQU E is in E(a) and D&(E0uE) = DQ ( E ) .  
Proof. Since EQU E = (E0O E)u(EQA E) and each of the 
sets EQN E and EQA E are member of E(a) and are disjoint the 
metric density of EQU E exists at a. Furthermore 
D (E U E) = D (E O E) + D (E A E) 
ci O cl O cl O 
= Dft(E) . 
From the preceding theorems one sees that the class of 
sets of metric density zero at a act somewhat like the class 
of sets of zero Lebesgue measure. Another subclass of E(a) 
of interest is the class of sets which have density 1 at a, 
i.e., the sets of E(a) mapped onto 1 by D&. Denote this class 
of sets by E^ Ca). 
Theorem 3.12. If E is a member of E(a) and is in 
E^ (a) then E^ u E and E^ f> E are members of E(a). Furthermore 
Da(E1u E) = 1 and D (E-jOE) = D (E). 
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Proof. Let I be any interval which contains a. Then 
since (E^ u E)nl D E^ n I , 
f [(E^ u E)i I] ^ f (E1: I) . 
Therefore 
lim inf pTCE, U E ) I  I] ^ lim inf P(E, Î I) 
I a 1 I-> a l 
— Da (E-^ ) = 1 • 
Thus ^ (E^ u E) ^ 1. But D^ (E^ u E) 6 ^ (E^ u E)3 1 and we 
have DQ(E1u E) = 1. 
To prove the assertion concerning E^ n E we write 
E^ n e = (E|u E1)1 . Since E^  is a member of E^ (a) we have 
E^  a member of E^ (a), and since E is a member of E(a) we have 
E' a member of E(a). Therefore by Theorem 3.11 E|uE' is a 
member of E(a) and again the complement of E|uE' is in E(a). 
Then Da(E]_OE) = D^ [(E{wE')'] = l-D&(E{uE') = l-D^ (E') = 
Da(E). 
Lemma 3.5. If E is a member of E(a) and is a member 
of E^ (a) then E^ - E and E- E^  are members of E(a). Further­
more D_(En - E) = De(E1) and D (E - E-, ) = 0. 
a x  3  8 L  x  
Proof. By Theorem 3*12 and the equation E^ -E = E^ nE1 
it follows that E^  - E is in E(a). Also 
Da(E1 - E) = Da(E1nE') = Da(E' ) . 
To prove the assertion concerning E - again use 
E - E^  = E nE£ , Theorem 3*12, and the fact that Da(E^ ) = 0. 
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Then by Theorem 3. 9  
Da(E - Ej_) = Da(EnEj) =0 . 
Theorem 3.13. If E is in E(a) and E^  is in E^ (a) then 
E A is in E and Da(E E^  ) = Da(E'). 
Proof. Since E^ E^  = (E - E^ ) u (E^  - E) and the sets 
on the right hand side are disjoint 
Da(E*Ei) = Da(E - E1) + Da(E1 - E) 
= DA(E«) .  
From the preceding theorems it appears that sets from 
E^ (a) act like intervals containing a as an interior point 
or like the whole space R. 
Next we will consider the class E^ Ca)u E^ (a). We will 
show that this class is a ring and hence the restriction of 
to this class gives a finitely additive measure, although 
rather trivial since its only values would be 0 or 1. 
Theorem 3.14. The class E^ (a)u E^ (a) is a ring. 
Proof. Since E^ (a) and E^ (a) are disjoint we need 
consider only three cases. 
Case 1. Let EeE (a) and FeE (a). In this situation 
—o —U 
E - F and EuF are in E^ (a) by Theorem 3-8. 
Case 2. Let E E E (^a) and Fe E (^a). Then by Theorem 
3.12, EUF is in E^ (a). By Lemma 3*5» DQ(E - F) = 0 and 
E - F is in E^ (a). 
Case 3« Let E& E^ (a) and Fe E^ (a). Then by Theorem 
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3.12, EuF is in E^ (a) and by Lemma 3»5j Da(E - F) = 0 and 
D (F - E) = D (E1) = 1. d a .  
The following is a compilation of the results obtained 
in this section concerning the point density function and the 
domain of the point density function. 
The class of all sets whose density exists at a fixed 
point is closed under finite disjoint unions and proper dif­
ferences. This class is not closed under unions and inter­
sections. The class of all sets which are mapped onto zero 
by the point density function is a ring, and the class of all 
sets which are mapped onto either zero or one by the point 
density function is a ring. 
The point density function is a finitely additive, mono­
tone, non-negative, bounded, and subtractive set function. 
The point density function is neither countably additive nor 
countably subadditive. 
For any set E from E(a) and any set EQ from E^ (a) we have 
the following: 
1. D (E u E ) = D (E) 
cl O 8 
2. D (E n E ) = 0 
3. Da(E - Ec) = Da(E) 
4. D_(E_ - E) = 0 
cl O 
5- Da(E0* E) = Da(E) . 
For any set E from E(a) and any set from E^ (a) we have 
the following: 
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1. Da(EuE1) = 1 
2. Da(EnE1) = Da(E) 
3. Da(E - E1) : = 0 
b. Da(E1 - E) : = Da(E«) 
5. Da(EAEl) = Da(E») 
The point density function does not satisfy the condi­
tions of a measure function in two respects. First, the 
domain of D is not a ring and second D is not countably 
c& a. 
additive. It would be desirable to define a measure function 
in some natural fashion so that the new function is either a 
restriction or an extension of D&. It is possible to define 
a finitely additive measure which is a restriction of D . 
This is done by considering the upper metric density of sets 
at a. 
Let M denote the class of all Lebesgue measurable subsets 
of R. Then D„ is defined on M onto the closed unit interval, a — 
W e  will show that Da is a finitely subadditive outer measure. 
Theorem 3.15. The set function Da is monotone, finitely 
subadditive, and Da(0) = 0. Furthermore for any two sets from 
M which are a positive distance apart the upper density of 
the union is equal to the sum of the upper densities of the 
sets. 
Proof. It is obvious that Da(0) = 0. Let EC F be two 
sets from M. Then for any interval I such that a is a member 
of I, p(E: I) £ p(Fï I), and hence lim sup (^E: I) 
I—> a 
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lim sup p(F: I). Therefore D (E) $ DQ(F) and D is monotone. I —a a a a 
Next let En , E^ , ., E^  be ar,.y finite class of sets from 
M. Then for any interval I containing a 
n n 
f[U L: i] $ S f(E, Î I) 
i=l 1 1=1 1 
and hence 
n n 
lim sup P[ LV E. : 11  ^lim sup ^  j p(E<: I) 
I a i=l I —* a i=l 
n 
$ lim sup p(E. : I) . 
i=l I->a 1 
n n 
Therefore D ( U E. ) $ S DQ (E, ) and D_ is finitely subaddi-
a i=l 1 i=l a 1 a 
tive. 
Finally let E and F be two sets from M which are a posi­
tive distance S apart. Then let I be any interval containing 
a whose length is less than . Then for at least one of 
the sets, say E, p(E: I) = 0. Therefore 
p[(EuF): I] = P(F: I) 
and 
But Da(E) =0 so 
D.(EuF) = D (F) . 
a 3 
D3(EUF) = Da(E) + Da(F) . 
Definition 1.1. A set E in M will be said to have point 
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density measure if and only if for each set A from M 
Da(A) = D (A n E) + D (A n E1 ) . d a a 
Example 1.4. Let a be a given point of R. Define E to 
be the set x^:a-l<x<a + l} . Then E has point density 
measure. 
Definition 3.4. The class of all sets which have point 
density measure will be denoted by M*. If E is a member of 
M* then E will be called point density measurable. The re­
striction of DQ to M* will be called the point density measure 
and will be denoted by A . 
a 
Theorem 3.16. If E and F are members of M* then EuF 
and E ~ F are also members of M*. Consequently M* is a ring. 
Proof. Since E and F are members of M*, for each A in 
M we have 
Da(A) = Da(AoE) + Da(AnE') 
Da(A^E) = Da(AoEnF) + DQ (A n E n F1 ) 
D (AoE1 ) =Da(AnE'nF) + D (AnE'OF1) . 3 a a 
Therefore 
( 1 )  DQ(A) = D ( A n  E n  F)+D ( A n  ENF' )+D_ ( A n  E ' n  F)+D_ (A o  E'NF1  ). c4 a. a a a 
If we replace A by An (EuF) in Equation 1 we have 
D (An (EuF)) = D (An EnF) +D(AnEnF) + DfAnE 1^ F) 
" » 3 3 
= DQ(A) -  D (A n (E uF)f ) . 
Rearrangement of the last equation gives 
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D (A) = D (A n(E n F)) + D (A n(E o F)') . 
d cl a 
To show that E - F is a member of M* we replace A by 
A n (E - F) = An (EnF!) in Equation 1. 
Theorem 1.17. If E is in M* then E is in E(a) and 
Aa(E) = Da(E). 
Proof. Since E is in H* and R is Lebesgue measurable 
we have 
1 = Da(R) = Da(RnE) + D&(R n E' ) 
= Da(E) + Da(E«) . 
Therefore, by Theorem 3*2, E is in E(a). Hence 
Aa(E) = Da(E) = Dq(E) . 
Example 3.5. For each positive integer n let 
En = (Eti' |tn + nrrl )u(" |ïn + Hïîl ' " 5TÎ1 
co 
and define E as L_J E . Then by Theorem 3*1» D0(E) = ? and 
31=1 
E is a member of E(0). We will show that E is not a member 
of M*. 
For each positive integer n take the set An to be 
(_ 
- hi + 5rr))u(H+r> hi + Then deflne A as 
U A_. Then 
n=l 11 
D0(A) = | , D0(AnE) = | , D0(AnE«) = \ 
and 
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DQ(A) S DQ(ANE) + DQ(A n E1  ) 
This example shows that M* is properly contained in E(a) 
and strongly suggests that the only values of are zero 
and one. This in fact is the case. Even more surprising is 
the fact that M* is exactly the union of E^ (a) and E^ (a) and 
A is just the restriction of DQ to this union. 
Lemma 3.6. Let E be a member of E(a) and let J be any 
interval with a as one end point. Then D_(E n J) = D (E). 
Proof. Let D (E) = 6 . Then for any interval I con­
taining a, EH I D(EnJ)nl so that p(E: I) > f(EnJ: I) . 
Therefore 
lim sup P (E: I) lim sup p(EHJ: I) 
I—* a I—> a 
and 
sup | lim sup f (En J: 1^ ) : I^ a} $ 6 . 
Thus for any sequence { 1^  ] which converges to a 
lim sup ç (E n J: 1^ .) •$ 6 . 
Next we will show that there exists a sequence {I£ } 
which converges to a and for which 
lim sup f (En J: I£) = 6 . 
Suppose a is the left end point of J. Denote the right 
endpoint of J by b. For each positive integer k let 
Ig = [a, a + g- (b - a)). Then Ij£ converges to a, and since 
l+o 
I *  C  J  f o r  a l l  k  w e  h a v e  
?(E: I*) = ç (EHJÎ I*) . 
Therefore, lim  ^( E D  J: I£) = lim ç (E: I£) = 6 . 
A similar argument will show that if a is the right end 
point of J then lim sup ç (E J: I*) = <6 , where 
I* = (a - ^ (a - b), a) and b is the left end point of J. 
Lemma 1.7. Let E be a member of E(a), J be an open 
interval with right endpoint at a, and K be a closed interval 
with left endpoint at a. Define the set A by 
A = ( E«n J)U (EOK) . 
Then D (A) = max $ D (E), D (E')j . 
Proof. Suppose D (E1) ^ D (E) = 6 . By Lemma 3»6 
Da(E»n J) =Da(E') $ 6 . Since A3 EOK, D&(A) > Da(EOK) =6. 
Next we will show that D (A) ^  6 . Let £ > 0 be 
given. Since 
m(AOL) , 
Da(A) = sup { lim sup md ) : Ik~* a) 
there exists a sequence i *£ } converging to a for which 
m(Ani£) e 
Da(A) < lim sup ndg) + — • 
For each interval contained in JUK we have 
M-l 
m(Anljt) c m(Knlg) [ m(EnKnlg)  ^
"HTïîl 6 = "W I b(KOM) " 6 ] 
m(Jn Ig) m(E'n Jn Ig) 
m(J n !£) - 6 
Since E is assumed to be a member of E(a) 
lim nCEnKnlg) = 6 
m(Knlg) 
and even though a is not a member of Jolg for any k 
lim m(E'n JnIg> =1-6 
m(Jn I*) 
since we may replace J n Ij* by (Jol£)u |ai . Then 
m[(J n i*)u {a'J = m(J n ig) and m } E'n [(J nl*)v$a}j} = 
m(E'n J n lg). 
Therefore there exists an such that for all k > 
m(En K n Ig) £ 
m(K n IJ) <  ^+ f 
and there exists an Ng such that for all k > Ng 
mCE'n Jn I*) e 
r n ( J r ,  I g )  <  *  *  2  •  
Thus for all k > N = max \ N2 } 
m(EnKnI£) c 
—-7S—*r£ o < * 
m(KoIJ) 2 
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and 
m(E'r\ J M l>) , 
m(Jnljk) 6 < ? . 
( m(An I*) ] 
Consider the sequence j—mTT*T~ J w^ ere 0<n<k - N. 
{ m(A nl|) ] f m(A n I*) ) 
Since |—m(lg) and [—mTT*7) differ by at most a finite 
number of terms 
m(A n y) m(A n I*) 
llm SUP m(lg) = lim SUP m(l*) • 
Now 
m(A n I*)  ^ m(Kn I*) £ m(J n I*) £ 
m(l*> " 6 < m(l*) * g + m(l*) ' 2 
£ 
= 2 * 
Therefore 
n' 
and 
lim sup 
m(A n I*) , £ 
n 
Therefore 
m(An I*) £ 
Da(A)<llmsup m{lg) +? 
 ^^  
+ I + f = <S + E. • 
Since £ was arbitrary Da(A) 4 6 . 
Theorem 3.18. If E is a member of M* then E is in E_(a) 
* — —o 
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u E-j(a). Thus the only values of A are zero and one. 
—J. a 
Proof. Since E is in M*, E is in E(a). Let D&(E) = ô 
and let J = (a - 1, a), K = [a, a + l] . Define A by 
A = (E'n J)u (En K) . 
By Lemma 3*7, D^ (A) = max ^ 6,1-6} . By Lemma 3*6 
D (An E) = D\(En K) = 6 
c l  a, 
and 
D (An Ef ) =D (E'nJ) = 1 - 6 . 
Since E is in M*, 
D (A) = D (A n E) + D (A ^  E') . da a 
Therefore 
max ^ 6,1-6] = 6 + 1-6 
= 1 
and it follows that 6 = 0 or 1. 
Theorem 3.19. The class M* is equal to E^ (a)u E^ (a). 
Proof. It is only necessary to show that E^ a) v E^ (a) 
is contained in M*. Let E e E^ a) v E^ (a). 
Suppose first that D_(E) = 0. Let A be any Lebesgue 
measurable set. Since An E CE, 
Da(AnE) S Da(E) = 0 , 
and it follows that D&(AnE) = 0. Let I be any interval 
containing a. Then 
m [(A - E )  n I ] ^ m(Anl) - m( E N I )  
so that 
bb 
p[(AnE')î I j £ p(A: I) - f(Es I) . 
Therefore 
lim sup pjCAoE'): i] % lim sup p(A: 1) - lim sup p(E: I) 
I —> a I —> a I —v a 
= Da(A) . 
Hence Da(An E') > Da(A). Since An E1 C A, Da(AnE')S DQ(A) 
and it follows that D&(A) = Da(AnE'). Therefore for any 
measurable set A, D. (A) - D (A n E) + D (AnE1). 3 3 3 
In case E is in E^(a) we may use the above argument with 
E replaced by E1 to obtain the desired result. 
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IV. METRIC DENSITY ON AN F^  
In this section we extend the results of Chapter III by-
considering sets whose density exists at every point of a 
given set. 
Theorem 4.1. Let there be given an Fg- set Z of measure 
zero and a real number <5 such that 0 < S < l. Then there is 
a set whose metric density exists at every point of Z and has 
the value <S . 
CO 
Proof. Since Z is an F_ , it may be written as U Z. 
k=l K 
where for each k, m(Z^ ) = 0 and Z^  is closed. Furthermore, 
we may assume without loss of generality that Z is contained 
in (0, 1). 
Let G-, = (0, 1) and for every positive integer k let G^ _ 
1 k-1 K 
be an open set which contains Z - L_J Z„. Define Tv to be 
n=l n K 
the set - Z^ and require that G^.+^C T^, It follows from 
the manner in which the sequences 1^} and { G^) are 
defined that each is a monotone non-increasing sequence of 
sets, i.e., G^d Gg —) ... and T*^2""' * * * * 
Since Gk is an open set and Zk is closed, Tk is an open 
set and consequently consists of a countable number of dis­
joint open intervals I^ j. Let k and j be momentarily fixed 
and consider the interval 1^ . Since there exists 
a positive integer N^  such that 
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(1) vr'KK<v 
Let a^ j and b^  be respectively the left and right end points 
of . For each n > + 1 let 
n 
01 n " akj + 
1 
n 
P? = *kj - 1 n 
Bn3 . ? nil' 
ck.j 
= Zkj " Û (A^uB^i) 
n=Nkj 
B?. and Ckj are disjoint and 
m(Ik1) =mf Û (A^uB^uCkJ)l . 
3 1 n
="kj+i 
For each of the sets A^ , Bkj, let AE^  be any meas­
urable set contained in A^  for which m(AE^ ) = <Sm(A^  ), 
Similarly let BE^  and CE^  be measurable sets contained in 
B^  and respectively such that m(BE^ ) = <Sm(B^ ) and 
m(CE^ ) = Sm(Ckj). Let 
n^3 = An3 " A^ 3 
BF^ j = Bkj - BEkj 
n n n 
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Then 
Finally let 
CFk^  = Ck3 - CFk^  . 
m(AFk;j) = (1 - 6 )m(A^ j) 
m(BF^ ) = (1 - 6 )m(Bk3) 
m(CFkj) = (1 - 6 )m(Ckj) . 
Ey. = Û U [ AEkj u BEkj u CEkj ] 
and 
j=1 n
~
Nkj 
CO CO 
FK = U U [ AF^ U BF^J U CF^ ] . 
3=1 n=Hkj 
Then the sets and Fk are disjoint and their union is T^ . 
Returning to the sets G-K, restrict the measure of Gk so 
that 
f (Gk: AE -^1 h i ij f (Gk: AF "^» 
n^  n 
(2) < e(Gk: BEk"q f(Gk: BP^ "q  ^) <c i-
n4 n 
e(°k! CE£~q i)5lq P(Gk= CFn"9 3)$1q 
n^  n 
for q = 1, 2, ..., k-1; j =1, 2, and n> Nkj + 1, which 
is possible since Z has measure zero. 
Define the set S by 
s * fix (Elt " • 
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We will show that for every x in Z, D^ (S) = 6 . 
Let x be any element in Z. Then there is a smallest h 
such that xeZ^ C G^ . Let I be an open interval containing 
x and contained in G^ . Since m(I)<l, there exists a positive 
integer p such that 
(3) P~+"T s m(I) s p • 
Since x e. G^ , x j. T^ . Therefore, by Inequality 3, if an 
end point of I falls in A^ , , or its distance from 
anj or h^j canno* exceed Hence if an end point of I is in 
an AE^ , BE^ , or CE^  the measure of this containing set is 
less than » and i;f> an end point of I is in an AF^ , 
BF^ , or CF^  the measure of this containing set is less than 
1 - 6  
pCp + 1) 
The interval I consists of the following: 
1. A set H composed of disjoint intervals A^ , B^ , 
where n ^ p. 
2. A set J which consists of two half open intervals, 
possibly empty, at the ends of I each of whose lengths does 
1 2 
not exceed + so that m(J) does not exceed + • 
3» A countable set D which consists of end points of 
the open intervals in H. 
4. A set R = Znl. 
From Inequality 3 and the maximum measure of J we have 
i+9 
that 
It follows from the definition of H, that 
m(H) = 2H [m(A^ ) +m(B^ ) + m(Ch^  ) ] , 
n,j 
and 
H nE. = LJ (AEJ^ U BE^  U CE^  ) . 
n r \  A  *1 n n n, j 
Since AE^ , BE^ , and CE^  are disjoint we have that 
m(HnEh) = 2 [m(AE^) + m(BE^) + m(CE^)] 
nj j 
= 6 Z [m(AÎ?j) + m(B^ ) + m(Chj ) ] 
n,j 
= 6 m(H) . 
Therefore n Eh^  = 6 • We may show in a similar manner that 
""mOD 
m(Ho F. ) 
= 1 - 6 . Since HcI, m(H)£m(I) and consequently 
m(HnEk) i(HnE, ) 
<» -W2"$^nr-= 5 
m(HnF. ) m(Ho Fv) 
(6) 
—TÏT- < -ÏTIT- • 1 - 6 • 
The interval I may be written as the disjoint union of 
H, J, D, and N so that 
m(I) = m(H) + m(J), 
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and 
- 1 - 1  .  
Then 
m(HnEb) 
(7) m(l) " m(H) ' m( Ï7 
P'  P 
•/ 6(1 — —) ^ <S — 
and 
m(H OF.) p 
(8) m(I)  ^(1 - 6 ) - p • 
Thus we have from Inequalities 5» 6, 7, and 8 that 
6-|(m(HnEh) $ ^  
(9) m(I) 
It follows from Inequalities 2 that 
m(Gk+qn AEn3) « J. m(AI£j > 
m(Gk+qnB^ 3) < ™(Kj) 
(10) m(Gk+qn CE^ j) ( m(CE^ j) 
m(Gk*qnAI^ j) « q^ 
m(Gk+q" H# ) » ^  m(B^  ) 
m(Gk+qO CF^  ) x< =L m(cîM ) 
for k, S, q = 1, 2, ... and n ^  Nkj + 1. Now 
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m 
 ^W + m(BE^ ' Gh+q) 
+ m(CEnJ" Vq'l ' 
so applying Inequalities 10 we have 
m[ûh+qn (HnEh)]$2 ^  [m(AE^ ) + m(BE^ ) + m(CE^ )] . 
il, j n 
But n% p so that 
(11) m j>h+qn <HnEh'] « rq "(H"Eh) 
for q = 1, 2, ... . Since GH+Q ID Eh+q we have 
(12) m[Eh+qn <H"\)] S œ(HnEh) 
for (j = 2^  • • • * 
In a similar fashion we can show that 
(13) m[Gh+qr> (HnFh)] S  ^m(HcF^ ) 
and 
(14) m [ Eh+q " (H n Vl 4 V,(HnFh) 
for q = 1j 2j ••• . 
Now I c and G^ C for q =1, 2, ... so 
I n S 3 I o [ E^  " (G^ +^  u G^ _j_2 u • • • ) 1 • 
Also 
1 0 8  
=  Û  [ l n E k  -  ° k t i l  
and since 1 c^ h^ -^ h-s ^ or s = 2' h-1 we have 
IftEh-s "" Gh-s+l ~ ® s = 1, 2, ..., h-1 
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Therefore 
InS = U (InE, - G, ., ) C I n G E. . 
k=h K ic+i k=h K 
Thus we may write 
(15) Io[Ehn Û Gjclnscmlj E, . 
n k=h+l K k=h K 
From Inequalities 12, 14, and 9 we have 
™[Eh+Qn (KoBh'j ^ 4m(I) 
and P 
m[Eh+qn (HnFh>l 1 p4 m(I) 
for q = 1, 2, ... . From the manner in which I has been 
decomposed we may write 
I = ( H o E h) u  (Hn F h) u D u  J  
and 
(16) InUE. = (HnEju (J (HnEho E. )  u Q  (HnF.nR) 
k-h K " k=h+l k=h+l 
° Û [(Du N) n R ] U Û (EL n J) . 
k=h K k=h K 
Therefore 
i(InU E. ) 4 m(Hn E. ) + 2_j m(H nE. o E,„) 
k=h K n k=h+l K n 
OO 
+ 2H m[F. oHnEh] + m(J) , 
k=h+l K n 
and application of Inequalities 12, Î4-, and 9 after division 
by m(I) gives 
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m(In U \) 
^ + 4 g J î  +  & - A » , i J î  +  f  
=  6  +  t  +  S ^  
< & + p4-T • 
Since | G^ } is a monotone non-increasing sequence 
I 0 [E^  - U Gk] = I n (E^  - G^ +1 ). Furthermore, since 
I 3> (H n E^ ) u (H n F^ ), we have that 
In(Eh - "W' 3 C(Hr.Eh)u(HnFh)] n (Efa - Gfa+1) 
= [(HnEh) n(Eh - G^)] u [(H n Fh)n(Eh-Gh+1)] . 
But E^  and F^  are disjoint so the second member of the union 
on the right is null. Therefore 
i "(Eh - kQ+1v =>(Hnv - <Gh+in Hnv 
and 
m[l o(E h  - ]Cj I )^] > m(HHEh) - m Oh+1n H n Eh] . 
Thus if we apply Inequalities 9 and 11 to this last inequality 
we get 
(18) m [I o(Eh- U GUI % (6- |)m(I) - k<S - §)m(I) 
n k=h+l K 1 p P P 
= 
 ^~ P ~ F~ +-§) m(I) 
P P 
 ^( 6 - 2 t 6 ) m(I) . 
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In view of Expression 15 and Inequalities 17 and 18 we 
have 
6 - S (S: I) $ <S + , 
and as I-*x, p—* oo so that lim ç>(SÎ I) = & .  
I—x 
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